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There was a reason why it was so difficult to dig up the graves of the ancestors of the Xuan family. 
 
“In the beginning, when the descendants of the Xuan family encountered a problem that they couldn’t 
solve, they would summon the divine tomb and dig out the strongest ancestor.” 
 
“As time passed, the strongest forefather grew impatient. He placed a powerful seal on his grave so that 
he could sleep in peace.” 
 
“However, the descendants of the Xuan family didn’t stop and started to poach the second strongest 
ancestor …” 
 
“As for their father’s grave, the younger generation of the Xuan family didn’t even want to touch it. 
After all, they could directly dig out the strongest one to solve the problem. Why did they have to go 
through so many twists and turns?” 
 
“After such a situation continued for a long time, the Xuan family’s ancestors learned their lesson.” 
 
“They had all set up seals on their own graves, so he didn’t need to do anything that could be solved by 
his descendants.” 
 
“And the divine tomb domain was very strong, there was enough time for future generations to 
excavate.” 
 
“In the little Xuan pigeon’s generation, although the ghost emperor could also dig the tombs, it would 
be more difficult for him to do so later on. He had no strength to dig the subsequent tombs at all.” 
 
“Otherwise, with the little Xuan pigeon’s personality, it would have poached the strongest forefather 
directly instead of discussing anything with the players.” 
 
“However, with the little Xuan pigeon’s ability, this was obviously unrealistic. Therefore, he had always 
had a dream in his heart, and that was to find the strongest forefather one day.” 
 
“He knew that if he wanted to do this, he had to be strong enough. Because the Xuan family completely 
relied on the Golden Shovel in their hands to break the seal. It was a pure violent method.” 
 
The little black Pigeon’s eyes lit up when it heard Hu He say that there was no seal in his eyes that 
couldn’t be broken. 
 
“Without questioning or asking for proof, the little Xuan pigeon just pulled on Hu He’s sleeve and asked 
to be his disciple …” 
 
“From then on, there was a little brat by Hu He’s side. Although he was often beaten by Hu He never left 
his side.” 
 
“The mysterious King, who would bring the divine tomb domain to the outer realms in the future, was 
born just like that. His fate changed greatly after he came into contact with Hu He …” 



 
“He would also be one of the legends left behind by the “”heavenly demon Army”” that would suddenly 
disappear in the future.” 
 
…… 
 
“Time passed, and a hundred years passed in the blink of an eye.” 
 
“During this period, the players were still working hard to collect ‘special soul power’.” 
 
“Many things happened during this period. While the players ‘state of mind was trained, they also 
obtained a large amount of special soul power.” 
 
“Although they did not go out of their way to collect resources during this period of time, the players 
‘strength was still improving rapidly, especially with the support of special soul power, their overall 
strength was greatly improved.” 
 
This was the power of the lost darkness laws. 
 
“Not only could it greatly increase a player’s cultivation speed, but it could also grant many divine 
players the power to contend with an ancient God for a short period of time. Some divine players could 
even kill an ancient God.” 
 
“The more the players came into contact with the dark lost law, the more they were shocked by its 
effects. It was the law that had allowed the demon clan to reach the top of the outer realm’s food chain. 
The only drawback was … It was a little expensive.” 
 
 
“While Lu Wu was studying the lost law, he was also paying attention to the players ‘every move. At the 
same time, he would appear on the forum from time to time to interact with the players.” 
 
“At this moment, Lu Wu, who was in the artifact space, was using the artifact to search for the worlds 
that the players were in and check on their situation.” 
 
“At this moment, Lu Wu received a message from zero,””” 
 
“””The heaven-sealing law has been retrieved. Coordinates xxxxx.””” 
 
“Seeing Zero’s late message, Lu Wu’s face showed a smile and he immediately got ready to leave.” 
 
“But at this moment, he suddenly sensed an incredibly powerful energy connecting with the Divine 
artifact.” 
 
“Lu Wu’s expression became very serious, and he immediately turned his eyes to the world where this 
force came from.” 
 
…… 
 



Dimensional starry sky World. 
 
“This was a world that was different from the Three Realms, which was divided into different levels of 
spiritual Qi. It was a special domain world similar to the abyss world, independent of the outer starry 
sky.” 
 
“In the southern region of this world, in a forest filled with silver-white fir trees, a man was panting 
heavily, his expression nervous.” 
 
“The ‘demonic Cape’ that only belonged to players fluttered behind him, and sweat flowed down his 
face.” 
 
He realized that his body was slowly melting and becoming soft … 
 
“His name was mu ye, and he was one of the unremarkable players.” 
 
“Before he became a player, mu ye had been a super otaku. His biggest hobby was anime, figurines, 
games, and other two-dimensional content.” 
 
“Mu ye had once thought that this was the end of his life. However, after he had come into contact with 
the “”conquests,”” he discovered his own natural talent.” 
 
He had become an expert player who was respected by his guild members. 
 
“He felt very happy living like this, and he was also very grateful for the fun this game brought him.” 
 
“However, war was still a game, and he was still immersed in the two-dimensional world.” 
 
“However, mu ye only realized that everything was real after the calamity in the human world. They 
were not playing a game, but they were truly experiencing every step in the netherworld.” 
 
Mu ye had once been dispirited after his rebirth from the human catastrophe. 
 
“At that time, the game officials had disappeared without a trace, and all the players had lost confidence 
in the future, including him.” 
 
“However, on the day that the officials returned, he realized that he had not given up yet. He was just 
waiting.” 
 
“In the end, he bade farewell to his family and unhesitatingly followed the dog officials on a journey to 
the outer realms.” 
 
“As the people who followed the dog official were all high-level players, he became an unremarkable 
member of the player group.” 
 
“However, mu ye wanted to become stronger as well. He did not want to give up any opportunity and 
wanted to contribute to the player community.” 
 



“Although his talent couldn’t be compared to those cheater players, he didn’t give up because he clearly 
remembered what the dog official had said.” 
 
“””Perhaps you don’t believe me, but I was more useless than any of you back then. I had nothing but 
her, and I didn’t know anything!””” 
 
“Even though they had always called him the lousy official, mu ye knew that the lousy official would not 
lie to them.” 
 
This could be seen from the various concessions made by the officials in the initial division of soul coins 
in the war game. 
 
“The construction, activities, and growth in the game were all arranged by the dog official using the split 
of soul coins. The dog official had been training them behind the scenes, not treating them as a tool to 
earn soul coins.” 
 
“This was something that every player understood, and mu ye was no exception.” 
 
“Therefore, he believed what the dog officials had said and tried to work hard in the direction of 
becoming stronger.” 
 
“Since he was not talented enough, he would make up for it with luck and hard work.” 
 
“Until now, he had already completed more than 50 wish missions and had accumulated 300 special 
soul coins.” 
 
“This time, he came to the dimensional starry sky World not because he had received a wish mission, 
but because when he was browsing the wish mission list, he found a wish mission from before the 
epoch. 10,000 special soul points.” 
 
“Actually, mu ye did not have much hope for this wish-granting mission.” 
 
“After all, it was a wish from an era before the end of time. It had been 100 million years. Perhaps the 
creature who made the wish had died long ago, and the soul had either been reincarnated or 
destroyed.” 
 
“However, he wanted to become stronger, so he decided to consume his soul power to cross over to 
this world to take a look. Perhaps there would be some unexpected surprises.” 
 
“However, the existence of this “”dimensional space”” was very strange. It would disappear and exist at 
other times.” 
 
He had spent 13 years and only entered this world by chance. 
 
“However, mu ye felt that something was amiss the moment he entered this world.” 
 
“There was not a single trace of law power in this world, but he felt an even more powerful force.” 
 



“Unlike the great Dao laws, it was more similar to the extreme Dao laws described by the government. 
As this force enveloped this world, it also suppressed the operation of all the nomological powers 
inside.” 
 
“Even the power of the laws in his body was suppressed by this terrifying power, and he could not use it 
at all.” 
 
“In the past, when they were travelling in the outer realms, they would often enter worlds where their 
own laws could not absorb spirit Qi normally. However, they could still use the spirit Qi stored in their 
bodies to fight.” 
 
“However, all the power of laws was suppressed here, and even the power in his body could not be 
used.” 
 
“Therefore, he could only move around with his physical strength.” 
 
“It was mu ye’s first time coming into contact with such a strange world, and he could not help but feel a 
little nervous.” 
 
“During his exploration, he discovered that there were many species in this world. However, according 
to the analysis of the divine weapon, these creatures were collectively called “”fantasy breeds””. Their 
abilities ranged from ghost kings to ancient gods. As for mu ye, who was even more powerful, he had 
yet to see him.” 
 
“However, mu ye was surprised to find that he could not kill any living creature here.” 
 
All the fantasy breed creatures that were killed would be resurrected in a short time without any 
consumption and would not produce soul power. 
 
Mu ye was truly shocked by such a living being. It was even more heaven-defying than the divine 
weapon’s digital resurrection. 
 
Mu ye had launched an investigation on this and tried to contact the fantasy breed creatures in this 
world in order to understand the reason for the strangeness of this world. 
 
“However, mu ye was dumbfounded that even the divine weapon could not translate the language 
spoken by the fantasy breed in this world.” 
 
It was mu ye’s first time encountering such a situation. It seemed like the divine weapon’s abilities were 
restricted to a certain extent in this world. 
 
“Fortunately, the forum could still be opened, which meant that he was still connected to the divine 
weapon, so he did not have to worry about dying here.” 
 
“In the following month, mu ye ran around the world to find the cause.” 
 
“And now, he finally understood why this world was so strange.” 
 



“In the southern part of this world, there was a huge pit in the forest. Inside it was a purple horn, and 
even a divine weapon could not read any information from it.” 
 
Mu ye discovered that his body was slowly melting as he approached. He could not tear open space to 
leave even if he wanted to. 
 
“He was extremely nervous and tried to seek help from the dog’s official website, only to find that he 
couldn’t even pull up his friend list.” 
 
“The purple light emitted by the horn slowly enveloped him, and his body melted and shrank bit by bit, 
finally turning into a white creature similar to a slime.” 
 
“His immortal state power was taken away instantly, and he became an ordinary creature that had not 
even reached the ghost Governor realm.” 
 
“In an instant, countless pieces of information appeared in mu ye’s mind. At the same time, a voice was 
heard,” 
 
“””True power depends on imagination. Anything you can imagine can be turned into my power!””” 
 
Mu ye finally understood the reason for the formation of this world. 
 
“After he opened the divine artifact, he realized that he had become a fantasy breed …” 
 
“As for the purple horn, mu ye now knew its name.” 
 
“The Supreme extreme Dao law, illusion!” 
 
“At this moment, mu ye finally understood why the divine weapon’s power was suppressed here. It was 
because the purple horn had an ultimate law of the same grade as the divine weapon. Unless the 
government personally came with their Dao integration stage nomological laws, there was no way he 
could break free from the restraints of the power of illusion.” 
 
“Moreover, he had already noticed one thing. The godly state power in his body had not disappeared 
temporarily. It had been truly stripped away when his body transformed into a slime-like creature.” 
 
Mu ye was at a loss as to how to escape from this predicament. 
 
“At this moment, an image appeared in his mind.” 
 
“The background of the scene was the outer space, and the two of them looked at each other across 
many star fields.” 
 
“One of them had countless pulsating black holes behind him. He stood there like a god with an 
indifferent gaze that was not mixed with a single trace of emotion. His gaze seemed to be able to see 
through everything. With just a single glance, mu ye felt that all his secrets had been discovered.” 
 



“The other person was very ordinary. He always had a smile on his face. He looked very ordinary, but 
there were countless bubbles floating behind him, and each bubble had a scene playing.” 
 
“””Tianhe, give me your illusion, and I’ll let you Live!””” 
 
“””Spiritking, the demon clan is currently hunting you down, yet you still have the time to target me? 
Aren’t you afraid that I’ll join forces with those lunatics from The Fiend Race?”” The man known as Tian 
He chuckled upon hearing this.” 
 
“””Give or die, I’ve given you a choice!”” The spiritking did not say anything, but his voice resounded 
through the starry sky, reaching Tian He’s ears.” 
 
Tian He’s expression gradually turned cold when he heard the spiritking’s merciless words … 
 
…… 
 
“This was a scene from several epochs ago. It was the story of the strongest expert in the outer realms, 
the spiritking, before he toppled the demon race and reached the top of the outer realms “”food chain.” 
 
“At that time, the spiritking did not possess any Supreme extreme Dao laws. He only possessed the 
“”laws of the spiritking,”” but he possessed an absolute advantage in terms of presence when he faced 
Tian He, who possessed Supreme laws.” 
 
He was strong in terms of talent and absolute confidence in himself. 


